Introductions (2 mins)
Paul Hacking
Paul has been Head of the Career Development Centre at Nottingham Trent University for twelve
years. He previously lectured on managing change for the University of Nottingham and ran
workshops for professionals, such as teachers, on career change and development.
Jeanne Booth
I’ve been an independent education, business and creativity consultant for over twelve years. My
last full-time salaried job was as head of careers at Coventry University so much of my work is
around higher education, employability and entrepreneurship. Currently I’m working with the
History Subject Centre at the Higher education Academy on the History Passion Project – this is
looking at what makes an academic historian into a passionate teacher; what difference does
passion make to student learning and what contribution does passionate teaching make to
preparing graduates for 21st century roles. This commission arose partly from ongoing research I
have on creative people trying to make a living from something they are passionate about (and I’m
originally a historian). I’m also conducting the final evaluation of the Nottinghamshire and
Derbyshire Lifelong Learning Network, running workshops for artists and designer-makers on
making a living during recession and working with others on development of an independent arts
and enterprise hub – which builds on stuff we did at View from the Top, the gallery and meeting
venue I ran in the city centre for 4 years.
So you can see, Paul and I are combining experience and a mixture of perspectives from careers,
academia and business in some thinking we’ve been doing about how we prepare graduates to
make a good living in the 21st century. We’ve been discussing some of these ideas in European
forums and we want to use this opportunity to explore some of them with you and discuss how
they might chime (or not) with the conference theme of developing students as scholars.
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Essentially we’ve been thinking about how you can best prepare graduates to
make a good living in the 21st century. With average £16K debt and an uncertain
job market, is it better to encourage them to use their heads and make career
decisions on the basis of where we think the jobs are going to be or should we
encourage students to do something they love to do and cultivate a passion for
their discipline?
In my research with people trying to make a living from something they are
passionate about – mainly freelancers and small business owners – they described
how their passion gave them the will to persevere, to overcome challenges and
difficulties, to identify opportunities and to collaborate with others. Maybe that’s
just what graduates are going to need to enable them to keep on making a good
living in a volatile job market?
And maybe if you can think of developing students as scholars as encouraging
active learners - contributing to discovery and shaping their discipline in a rigorous
reflective fashion – maybe its easier to engage students in that process through a
discipline they are inspired by. Or is it safer all round to encourage applicants to
think first and foremost about where the jobs are likely to be when they graduate
– after all universities are judged and all the league tables compiled on the
proportion of their graduates that are employed just six months after graduation.
Of course one of the reasons so many people are applying to university people at
the moment is precisely to avoid entering a limited job market. The biennial Times
Higher Survey reported a couple of weeks ago that more than one in 10 have
changed their course or career plan as a result of the tough economic climate.
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It’s worth taking a closer look at the Soxedo-Times Higher Education University
Lifestyle survey - reported 18/3/2010
It sheds light on why people choose to come and perhaps suggests head and heart
might be almost running neck and neck – if that’s not mixing metaphors!
The overwhelming majority in the survey of 2000 full-time undergraduates said
they came to improve job opportunities – but job opportunities aren’t just about
money – 58% said they came to improve salary prospects and a fraction less 57%
said they came to improve their knowledge in an area that interested them –
So what’s likely to be the most effective approach to improving their job
opportunities – the rationale, logical one involving spotting where those jobs are
going to be or a seemingly less certain one of pursuing that area that interests
them?
Over to Paul to explore the rationale approach (anything Venus and Mars about
this is completely incidental!)
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Is choosing a degree course based on graduate destinations a reliable way of
predicting job prospects – probably not! Most undergraduate degree programmes
in the UK are 3 to 4 years in length and the time lag makes it difficult to make
reliable predictions on job prospects. In 2000 IT graduates were the most sought
after out of all disciplines and some of the highest paid according to the
destinations of leavers survey which records graduate destinations 6 months after
graduation. 18 months later they recorded one of the highest unemployment rates
of any discipline and their salary level had significantly fallen.

In the last 10 years students studying courses such as quantity surveying, civil
engineering, construction management and estate & building surveying have been
some of the most sought after graduates by employers. In some cases graduates in
these disciplines were receiving up to 3 or 4 job offers. Today in response to the
recession the majority are finding it difficult to find a placement and most are
finding it difficult to find a graduate job related to their studies. This could not have
been predicted 2 years ago.

Again 2 years ago teaching, particularly secondary, was not a popular choice for
graduates & male graduates specifically. Today applications to teaching are as high
as they have ever been. Teaching is currently perceived to be a safe and secure job
in an graduate unpredictable job market. There has always been a cyclical
response to teaching - very popular in a recession not popular in when the
economy is bouyant and there are lots of attractive alternative careers.

Only about 40% of graduates directly use their degree discipline in their first job –
‘What do graduates do’ - Graduate Prospects. There are also changes in the
graduate labour market eg the impact of the Legal Services Act 2007 as from next
year non lawyers can run a law firm and you have deregulation of legal activities
which means a paralegal can do a task rather than a solicitor. More generally the
demand in the economy is at technician level rather then professional level. Entry
into graduate level jobs is increasingly through project work or undertaking a
temporary task rather than responding to an advertisement for a permanent
graduate job. Less than 10% of graduate jobs in the UK is with graduate schemes
with large businesses.

Longitudinal surveys (3 to 5 years after graduation) are a much better predictor of
level and type of job a graduate will be doing. The work of Elias and Purcell at the
Institute of Employment Studies at Warwick University is a useful reference for
this. This is particularly pertinent to the ‘creative’ type disciplines where there are
not clear routes into the graduate labour market. Often the initial way forward is
through freelancing and networking and combining your graduate work with paid
non graduate jobs. The rational approach to choosing your studies is therefore
limited but still important.

So, if the rationale approach has its challenges, what about encouraging students to
prioritise following their hearts and pursue an area of interest or discipline that inspires
them to engage in discovery? Well there is research evidence that suggests that this
might help provide students with some of the things they are going to need to succeed.
Sounds like common sense but if you are enjoying what you are doing, you are more likely
to persevere – and that’s really important when you consider nearly a third in the survey
said they had considered dropping out.
There is a growing body of research on positive psychology demonstrating that if you are
feeling enjoyment, enthusiasm, interest, you go on seeking out ways to discover more &
create opportunities to do so. I’m not sure we need research to tell us that – most of us
will have felt it - but the argument goes that in addition to immediate benefits, positive
experiences help build enduring physical, intellectual and psychological resources –
perhaps those that students need to be equipped with to navigate the volatile
employment situation and find ways to go on making a good living beyond the first job, to
be happy and flourish as lifelong learners.
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The kinds of resources they are going to need to survive and continue to thrive Estimates are that today’s learners may have 10-14 different jobs by the time they
are 38.
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Half of what a technical student learns in his/her first year will be out of date by
the time they are in their third year.
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New graduates face an average of £16K debt and its rising
Greater competition for fewer ‘graduate’ jobs. The proportion of those that will
leave university and join graduate training schemes with large companies or with
the public sector has been declining for some time. Last year the Association of
Graduate Recruiters, whose members include most of the major graduate
employers, had around 20,000 vacancies on graduate schemes and there were
400,000 graduates – so only about 10% will join those kinds of schemes with
employers.
That’s not the impact of recession, that’s longer term structural changes in the way
work is organised – technology, along with other factors, has been breaking down
the need for large organisations and increasing the kinds of work that can be
accomplished as tasks or projects anytime, anywhere, at the best prices.
Many more of our graduates are going to be in the position of the freelancers and
small business owners I interviewed, developing portfolio careers of connected
projects.
http://www.pcg.org.uk/britainsbraingain/webcasts (to 4.32)
And remember that top reason for going to university was about improved job
opportunities – and current research is suggesting the Generation Y may have
different perceptions about what a good opportunity is
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I’m not going to stress this too much because the research is currently mixed and
we’d be interested in your views but basically the argument goes - Generation Y,
people born in the 80’s and 90’s that make up 40% of the workforce in 2010 – have
a changing attitude to work/life balance and what makes you happy.
They have experienced affluence and know that money doesn’t make you happy.
They’ve seen their parents make their lives TV and work and they are not prepared
to give up work-life balance for cash and status. When you look at what they want
from work, its not much different from what most people would want. But they
are perhaps the first generation not willing to sell out on themselves to please
their employer. If they don’t get what they want, they will leave.
They embrace learning but they are not motivated by the economic arguments –
indeed they are cynical about them.
They want – read slide
Many of the creative graduates I come into contact with seem to echo those
values but also arts and humanities – research carried out for the National Centre
for Graduate Entrepreneurship for instance found that the larger proportion of the
small number of graduates setting up businesses within six months were from arts
and humanities and were motivated by making a difference and contributing to
social change through social enterprise.
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Of course Paul and I have deliberately polarised the arguments and it’s not really one
approach over another but probably balance. But what does this mean for teaching
strategies – what do graduates need to know and develop from their HE experience to
improve their prospects and be able to flourish and make a good living?
In a report for the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education, the New Economics
Foundation came up with the following 7 things they thought graduates should know and
we’d like to see what you think of their ideas. The interesting thing is it seems to stress
both cognitive intellectual development and emotional intelligence.
1. Firstly advanced knowledge and understanding of a favourite subject - they stressed
learning for its own sake and for the benefits an individual gets from getting caught up
– getting curious and engaging in discovery – in an informed, reflective fashion - could
we call this engaging in scholarship at a stretch?
2. How to apply knowledge – understanding how to make sense of and how to use the
knowledge they’ve gained – how to apply it in different contexts – whether that is to
economic activity or other challenges in everyday life. In the Passion Project recently
an academic historian described the application of historical thinking to everyday life
as not taking anything at face value – or just accepting things an authorative figure
said – but question everything – getting underneath stuff that is presented as facts.
3. Understanding what makes a good life – about what really matters and affects wellbeing – going beyond the economic factors and understanding the importance of
dimensions such as relationships with others and the communities they will live in.
4. How others think – developing students knowledge about the underlying assumptions
and approaches of different academic disciplines – and building on students
capabilities to reflect on how their own ways of thinking are affected by and impact
upon others.
5. How change happens – graduates, they argue, have huge potential as change agents
but their potential will be restricted unless they understand how change happens>
whilst many fields of academic enquiry include a ‘change’ component in relation to
their discipline, these can overlook the importance of personal relationships;
contextual factors and promoting mutual understanding as a strategy for change.
6. Dynamics of power and influence – understanding distribution and impact of
inequalities critical to bringing about change in their own lives & those of others.
7. Global interdependence – developing ethically responsible global citizens and
graduates who can be adaptive to unforseen challenges – climate change, population
& growing economic & social inequalities. Walker and Nixon (Reclaiming universities
from a runaway world)referred to need for HE to create a ‘thick morality’ grounded in
notions of common good rather than a ‘thin morality’ based on competitive
individualism & heirachical divisions.

Paul and I have roamed quite broadly over a number of issues exploring how we prepare
graduates to make a good living –
-we’ve looked at whether its better to prioritise an instrumental approach to identifying
where the jobs will be – particularly as students paying fees are taking on debt are going
to be very concerned about the return on their investment
-- we’ve also explored the benefits of encouraging students to primarily choose
something they enjoy and suggested engaging their interest, curiosity and sense of
discovery may be part of developing them as scholars but also help them to cultivate a
passion - desire to seeking out ways to discover more, to overcome challenges and &
create opportunities to do so.
-Carl Gilleard, Chief Executive of AGR spoke two weeks ago at the other university and
said the most important differentiator now between graduates – was passion – that, he
said was the holy grail of what employers are looking for.
Actually, what we haven’t done, in this presentation, is to discuss what skills employers
are looking for – we can both do plenty of that – but unusually perhaps we’ve tried to
introduce some ideas of what graduates may be looking for in their working lives – and to
think beyond jobs to what it means to them to make a ‘good living’
And to some extent, introducing the work of the New Economic Foundation, we’ve moved
from the individual benefits of higher education to exploring the purpose of universities
and what graduates should know in order to contribute to their role in developing in the
21st century.
So what are the implications of all this for teaching and learning strategies? – for the
challenges listed above- read slide
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We’d like you in groups to consider the following questions – then we’ll come back
Start exercise at 3.45pm and give 15minutes.
Take a vote on first question.

15 minutes feedback & use last slide if necessary.
Give out further reading
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Use this slide if they don’t come up with anything!

